Spectator Agreement

In order to attend this IJGA/MAJGT event as a spectator, you must read and agree to all the terms contained in this Spectator Agreement, including the “Release and Hold Harmless” and acknowledge such by signing this Spectator Agreement where indicated below. Upon doing so, each spectator will receive a wristband to wear while attending the event. Spectators must comply with the spectator rules set forth herein and failure to do so shall subject the spectator to the penalties set forth below.

IJGA/MAJGT events are solely about junior golfers developing their golf skills through tournament play in the spirit of the game of golf, and in doing so becoming “Better people through junior golf.”

IJGA/MAJGT SPECTATORS MAY NOT:
- Give/Offer advice of any kind during round
- Make rulings; Please alert IJGA/MAJGT Staff using the phone number listed on the spectator wristband
- Stand on tee box behind players while they are teeing off
- Walk on fairways, greens and tees
- Call penalties on players
- Violate host golf course policies/rules
- Use profane/abusive language toward players or staff

The USGA deems Advice (Rule 8) as any counsel or suggestion which could influence a player in determining his/her play, the choice of a club or the method of making a stroke. In addition, any conversation between player/spectator may be construed as advice. This includes any conversation between player/spectator in their native language. In either instance, penalty for breach of this rule is two strokes. Players are responsible for the actions of their relatives and spectators in regards to this rule.

SPECTATORS SHOULD:
- Keeping the above statements in mind, keep your conversation with the player to words of encouragement as long as advice is not given. Be supportive of all players in the group/event.
- Spectators should stay on cart paths. In the absence of cart paths, we ask that spectators stay in the rough.
- Spectators should stay one shot ahead of the group they are following. This allows spectators to follow errant shots and help identify where the ball comes to rest. Spectators are allowed to assist in the search for lost golf balls.
- Spectators are allowed to carry medicine, drinks, food, umbrellas, etc.
- Please remember that spectating is a PRIVILEGE not a RIGHT

The IJGA/MAJGT staff may assess a penalty on the parent or player based on the severity of the violation of IJGA/MAJGT spectator guidelines and/or if advice is deemed to have been given. If a breach has occurred, the spectator will be warned, and upon the second offense will be asked to leave the golf course. If a serious breach occurs, the spectator may be asked to leave the facility immediately or the spectator may not be permitted to attend another IJGA/MAJGT event.

EVENT NAME:_________________      EVENT DATE:___________

SPECTATOR RELEASE AND HOLD HARMLESS

The undersigned spectator on his/her behalf and on behalf of any minors accompanying spectator, does hereby release, hold harmless, defend and indemnify the IJGA and the host facility and their respective employees, officers, directors and agents from and against any and all losses, claims, expenses (including attorney fees and court costs) and liabilities incurred by spectator for property damage, bodily injury or wrongful death arising in connection with spectator’s attendance at this IJGA/MAJGT event. The undersigned spectator understands that this release not only covers bodily injuries, but also covers a full release of all doctors and hospital expenses.

__________________________
SPECTATOR SIGNATURE      DATE